
for Saree Designs
Implementing SAP DMS 

Laxmipati

Understanding the
Requirement

SAP Document Management System (DMS), a powerful tool that enables organizations to

efficiently manage and store their documents. Let's delve into how we empowered Laxmipati,

a prominent player in the saree industry, by implementing SAP DMS to manage their exquisite

saree designs.�

Laxmipati, renowned for its exceptional saree

collections, approached us with a pressing

need: to effectively manage their vast

repository of saree designs.

Recognizing the importance of a robust

document management system, they

entrusted us with the task of implementing

SAP DMS to streamline their design storage

process.�

Tailoring the Solution

With Laxmipati's requirements at the forefront,

we embarked on a journey to tailor a solution

that perfectly aligned with their business

needs. Here's a glimpse into our approach:



Establishing Object
Links and Key Fields

To enhance document retrieval and

accessibility, we established ZMIRO object

links, specifically designed to store invoices

related to saree designs. Moreover, by

meticulously maintaining key fields such as

ZRBKP, BELNR, and GJAHR in the transaction

MIRO table, we facilitated swift and accurate

retrieval of relevant information.

Configuring Content
Repositories

Custom Document
Types and Number
Ranges

Understanding the unique nature of

Laxmipati's saree designs, we created custom 

document types, namely ZFI and ZMM, to

categorize their documents efficiently.

Assigning specific number ranges to these

document types ensured seamless tracking

and management of saree designs within the

SAP DMS ecosystem.
Implementing
Storage Categories

Efficient storage management is paramount

in document management systems. To

optimize storage utilization, we meticulously

maintained storage categories for both

document types, ZFI and ZMM. This meticulous

categorization enabled Laxmipati to organize

and manage their saree designs effectively

within the SAP DMS framework.

Developing Custom
Transaction Codes

Tailoring the user experience to Laxmipati's

specific needs, we developed and customized 

the TCODE CV01N. This intuitive transaction

code streamlined the process of posting 

documents into SAP DMS, empowering

Laxmipati's team to effortlessly upload and

manage their saree designs with minimal

effort

Recognizing the importance of data integrity

and accessibility, we configured content

repositories ZDMS_C1 and ZDMS_C2 for

development and production environments

respectively. This meticulous setup ensured

that Laxmipati's saree designs were securely 

stored and readily accessible across different
stages of the production cycle.
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